WHAT IS BEHIND WORLD COMMUNISM?
And it is behind the war for the extinction of Christianity.
By Pastor Del Wray
Today, there is a war going on for the extinction of the Christian civilizations, and
everything of value it has brought to this world. I use the term "Christian
civilization," because it has only been the countries of Christendom, who have
openly responded to the Gospel of Jesus Christ; who have built their country's
laws on the Ten Commandments; who have freed the slaves' who have sent the
message of salvation to the four corners of the earth; and who send aid when
there is a great catastrophe. Not one single colored country has ever been reached
for Christ without a great deal of effort, money and often danger. This is one of
the reasons we can be sure the nations of Christendom are the "true Christian
countries." Read your Bible and find out for yourself!
Now whether you want to accept this truth or not, does not change it. It does not
matter what your pastor may say to the contrary, the truth still exists. This is that
International Talmudic Zionism, Judaism if you will, is behind this anti-God
system. Many of you are going to balk at this statement and may throw this away,
or stop reading. This does not change the truth of this statement. You have
become so "brainwashed" by the teachings which have come to America's pulpits
from such Christian Zionists as Jack Van Impe, David Webber of the Southwest
Radio Church, or Jerry Falwell, that you are willing to defend the "synagogue of
Satan" Rev. 2:9; 3:9 against the plain teachings of God's Word. I suggest you ask
your Judaized pastor the meaning of 2 Chronicles 19:2 and why he does not
believe it. This verse says:
". . . Shouldest thou help the ungodly, and love them that hate the Lord?
Therefore is wrath upon thee from before the Lord:"
Who do you think is responsible for the blasphemy of a movie such as THE
LAST TEMPTATION OF JESUS or more recently the movie that portrays
Jesus as a homosexual, “CORPUS CHRISTY” which is causing such a furor in
fundamental circles? Look at the names of those who produce them and see for
yourselves; yet have you heard one fundamentalist leader who has condemned
the Ones who are responsible for this blasphemy? Of course not! Look at the
names behind the abortion mills of America, which yearly murder over 2 million
unborn babies and fatten the pocket-books of doctors. Look at the names behind
the dope trade, prostitution, pornography, in fact everything which is seeking to
destroy Christian America. I dare you to look and see who took prayer from our
public schools and who are trying to take Christ out of Christmas and Easter.
Look and learn if you dare, they are Jews.

Jack Van Impe, in one of his books says that the Jews have been blamed for every
evil in the world and that we better back the poor, down-trodden people or the
wrath of God will fall on us. Then he quotes the favorite words of
the JUDEOPHILES, Gen. 12:3, where God said to Abraham: "I will bless them
that bless thee; and curse him that curses thee . . ." The problem is, these words
were written about Israelites, not Jews, per say, we find the wayward mixed race
of the Edomites, whom our Lord condemned in John chapter 8 as being of "their
father the devil."
A little honest Bible study, without some preacher looking over your shoulder to
tell you what the Bible means, will tell you why the Jews have always been the
bitterest enemies of Christ and why they are now trying to eradicate His church.
I am going to prove to you, if you are willing to accept Biblical facts, rather than
go by the emotions which have been built up from Jewish propaganda in your
church, that the people we now know as JEWS, are the directors and inventors of
world Communism and that the methods, tactics and force of Communism,
comes straight from the pages of the Jew's religious book called the Babylonian
Talmud.
But before we get into that, let's spend a few moments looking at some of the
early leadership of the modern Communist movement.
Over 150 years ago, a German Jewish philosopher named Ludwig Feurbach,
stated: "Man will become truly free, when he realizes that there is no god of man,
but man himself." This idea became so deeply rooted in the disease brain of a
young Jewish radical named Karl Mordecai Marx, the son of a rabbi, whose real
name was Kissell Morekay (Jews often change their names to hide their true
identity). He was born in Thier, Rhineland, Germany, before he wrote his
infamous book DAS KAPITAL (which he wrote and published with the aid of
another Jew named Frederick Engels.) He wrote a book called THE
COMMUNIST MANIFESTO, which is the Bible of modern Communism. A
close check of the MANIFESTO will show that it was taken almost verbatim
from the pages of the BABYLONIAN TALMUD, between 1843 and 47, Marx
formulated in London, the first modern interpretation of the Hebrew Nationalist
Articles and published them in the French German Yearbook under the title:
CONCERNING JEWISH QUESTION! Marx was a near-do-well alcoholic,
who allowed his family to starve while he was kept by his millionaire benefactor
Engles.
Frederick Engels was an English Khazar Jew who was the creator of the first
Communist International and who was primarily known for the aid he gave to
Marx. He was born in Bremen, Germany.
Karl Kautski was a Khazar Jew from the Prague, Austria whose real name
was KRAUS. He was the author of a book titled: THE BEGINNING OF
CHRISTIANITY, in which he blasphemes Christ and pokes fun at Christian

principles. He was the most important interpreter of Marx and in 1887 published
a book titled THE ECONOMIC DOCTRINE OF KARL MARX MADE
INTELLIGIBLE FOR ALL. He also wrote books such as THE CLASS
STRUGGLE, which was the fundamental book of the Chinese Communists,
prior to Mao's LITTLE RED BOOK.
Ferdinand Lassalle, a Khazar Jew born in Breslau in 1825, was active in the
revolution of 1848 and was a noted Communist publisher.
Jacob Lassalle, Max Hursch, Edgar Loening, Wisschauer, Babe, Schatz, David
Racardo and many, many others, all Khazar Jews, were writers and leaders in the
spread of Communism around the world.
In 1918 Germany became the "show place" for the Zionist-Communist directed
revolution. The Red Council of the German Republic was completely Jewish,
made up of people with names such as Liebernecht, Rosa Luxemburg, Kurt
Eisner and other Khazar Jews. When the German monarchy fell during World
War I, the Jews gained control of the government and laid the ground work for
the bitter hatred they encountered under Hitler. Their ministers of state were
men with names such as Hoose, Landsberg, Koutsky, Kohn and Hartzfeld, all
Khazar Jews. Their Minister of Finance was a Khazar Jew named Eisner, who
was directly responsible for the terrible inflation of the late twenties, which was
caused by the International Jewish bankers and led to the rise of Adolf Hitler.
The Minister of the Interior and the President of the Bavarian Council were also
Khazar Jews. All were major instigators in the revolution which destroyed the
German Republic.
The first Cabinet of Post-War Germany in 19l8 was composed of seven Khazar
Jews there was not a Gentile among them. The second German Socialist
Government in 1918 was also completely Jewish.
Of the 28 commissars who formed the Hungarian Socialist Republic in 1919, 18
were Jews. More than 90% of the government agents of Bela Kuhn (under whom
Christians suffered terrible persecution), were Jews - 41 in all. They vented their
terrible Talmudic hatred for Christ and Christians on the Hungarian Christians.
While it is easy to prove that Marxist Doctrine is Jewish doctrine, many
Christians refuse to accept this because they have been "brainwashed" into
accepting the teaching coming from their pulpits, that the people we today know
as Jews are the Chosen People of the Bible who must be respected and aided, no
matter what they do.
But putting aside all preconceived notions, let’s look at the Communist
Government of Russia in 1918. In the Council of the People's Commissars, sixteen
of the nineteen governing persons were Khazar Jews.

In the Commissariat of the Interior, all ten were Khazar Jews. In the
Commissariat of Foreign Affairs, fifteen of seventeen were Jews. In the Economic
Commissariat, fourteen of fifteen were Khazar Jews. In the Commissariat of Law,
all eight top members were Khazar Jews. In the Commissariat of Public
Education, all seven members were Khazar Jews. In the Commissariat of the
Army, all fourteen members were Khazar Jews. In the Commissariat of Health,
all fourteen were Khazar Jews. Of the twenty-three members of the Soldier's and
Worker's Council of Moscow, 23 were Khazar Jews.
Have you had enough? We're not finished yet!
Of the 59 members of the Central Committee of the 5th Communist Congress, 52
were Khazar Jews. In the Police Organization called CHEKA later the K.G.B. of
34 members, 30 were Khazar Jews.
Remember now, these are not figures I have picked out of the air for the purpose
of establishing my facts. They are taken directly from Communist records of
those days. Top Jewish leaders have ceaselessly bragged about this control. In
1921, the top Jewish leader in America, Rabbi Stephen Wise of New York City,
when asked about Communism said: "Some call it communism; I call it
Judaism!" M. Hermalin, a Jewish writer, writing in THE MACCABEAN, a
Zionist organ in New York City under the headline A JEWISH
REVOLUTION, stated: "The Russian Revolution was made by Jews. We have
created secret societies and planned the reign of terror. The revolution succeeded
because of our convincing propaganda and our mass assassinations in order to
form a government truly ours." THE AMERICAN HEBREW, the leading
Jewish newspaper in the United States, stated on October 10, 1920: "The
Bolshevik Revolution in Russia was the work of Jewish brains, of Jewish
dissatisfaction, of Jewish planning, whose goal was to create a new world order.
What happened in Russia, shall also, through the same Jewish mental and
physical force, become a reality all over the world." Yet the dumb Judeo-Christian
preachers still insist these are God's Chosen people, even though their Lord,
Jesus the Christ said to them; "Ye believe not; because YE ARE NOT OF MY
SHEEP," (Emphasis My.) John 10:26.
Of a total of 520 top Communist leaders in the first Russian Communist
Government, 110 less than 459 were Khazar Jews, most of them from the east
side of New York City.
A little honest study on your part, or on the part of your pastor, should convince
the most reluctant, to acknowledge that the massacre of Christians in Communist
Russia, was carried out under Jewish control, orders and supervision.
Why is it that our media has never told us these facts? It is because all the major
news outlets in the United States are Jewish owned and/or controlled. 909 of the
major daily newspapers in the U.S. fall into this category, as do 49 of the leading
weekly magazines.

Why do our pastors refuse to tell us these facts? Is it that they too have been
brainwashed in the seminaries by insidious Jewish influences which have crept
in? In Titus 1:10, the Apostle Paul warns the early church against "unruly and
vain talkers and deceivers, SPECIALLY THEY OF THE CIRCUMCISION
(Jews)." (Emphasis mine) This is still true today, since these anti-Christ’s have
become very adept at infiltrating our seminaries. It is strange how Christian
sources never hold back when discussing alleged, mostly unproven Nazi atrocities
in World War II, but refuse to discuss the millions of Christians who have been
ruthlessly slaughtered by Zionist Communism.
Why is it that decent, God-fearing ministers of the Gospel, refuse to face the facts
and instead uphold the very people who are set on destroying everything they
stand for? I believe it is because they do not have the "moral guts" to admit they
have been taken in by slick Jewish propaganda and that they do not have the
courage to admit that they and their church leaders have been wrong for so many
years. This plus the fact that many of their church's teachings hinge on the
supposition that the modern day Jew is indeed the Israel of the Bible, causes
them to take a stubborn stance which cannot be changed until they have
themselves experienced the personal hatred of these anti-Christ’s. How sad, that
Christians must see their loved ones slaughtered and tortured, and their own
freedom taken away; until they will believe the literal teachings of their Lord,
when He accused the Pharisees of His day (these are the same as the Jewish
teachers of this age), of being guilty of "all the righteous blood shed on earth since
the time Cain slew his brother Abel." Matthew 23:34-35.
When I took these facts to my fundamental Baptist pastor, after a summer of
studying and agonizing to learn the truth, for I too had been guilty of leading my
people astray for years as a Baptist evangelist and pastor - he turned me away,
accused me of being an apostate and refused to face facts, either Scriptural or
historical. His answer to every fact I presented was: "You can't show me
anything! I already know what the Bible says. The Jews are the Chosen seed of
Abraham, everybody knows that." When I asked him if this was true of Sammy
Davis, Jr., he got mad and slammed the door in my face. Within two weeks, I was
"persona non grata" in all the fundamental Baptist churches in Virginia and
pastors 1 had known and loved for many years, refused to even say hello to me,
but when they would see me approach, would cross over to the other side of the
street. I honestly believe they were afraid of me. It's no wonder our Christian
people are in such spiritual darkness, when their shepherds refuse to tell them
the truth. This is prophesied for Israel in Jeremiah 5:30-31 - "A wonderful and
horrible thing is committed in the land. The prophet preaches prophesy (preach)
falsely, and the priests mean; and my PEOPLE LOVE TO HAVE IT SO AND
WHAT WILL YE DO IN THE END THEREOF?"How can you waken a
people who delight in being fooled?
Isaiah 56:10 also speaks of this present time when he says: "His (Israel's)
watchmen are blind (a blind sentry isn't worth very much); they are all ignorant,

(of what is happening) they are all dumb dogs, they cannot bark: (a watchdog
that refuses to bark, or cannot bark is worse than useless, he is a danger to his
owner), sleeping, lying down, loving to slumber. They are greedy dogs (shades of
Falwell, Swaggart, Bakker, and again more recently, Osteen and Stanley) which
can never have enough, and they are shepherds that cannot (will not)
understand; they all look to their own way, everyone for his gain." What a terrible
indictment for our modern preachers, many of whom are in the evangelical and
fundamental pulpits, and some who are trying to lead Identity churches.
My pastors major argument was that if I persisted in the foolishness of warning
our people of the danger we faced, the "doors of every Baptist church in this land
will be closed to you." This was the first time I realized that God had to get the
approval of pastors, before He could do anything. That smacks of Talmudic
teaching which say that when there is a problem in heaven, God asks the Jewish
rabbis for their opinion before He makes up His mind.
If you will take a little effort to investigate, you will find that the anti-Semitism of
Stalin and his blood-bath against the Trotskyite Jews was carried out by other
Jews, just as were many of the atrocities in Germany, and more correctly Soviet
concentration camps. The struggle between the Jew Trotsky and the Jew Stalin
was over who would control Russia and the Communist Party. In this struggle
they slaughtered each other, as well as millions of Christians. This should tell you
something about the nature of this "Jewish beast." What did it matter to the
International Zionists, if a few thousand innocent Jews were slaughtered, when
they were caught in the cross-fire?
They admit in their writings, that they are willing to sacrifice thousands of "their
lesser brethren," if it brings about their final victory and they teach that their God
smiles on this sacrifice.
When the Jew, Maxim Maximovich Litvinoff, Minister of Foreign Affairs in
Moscow, was replaced by the Khazar Jew Moltov in 1939, the Jewish presses
around the world screamed "anti-Semitism." But they were careful to keep quiet
the fact that Litvinoff lived a life of comparative luxury as a member of the
Foreign Ministry, until his natural death a few years later. In his memoirs,
published after his death, Litvinoff's opinion was that nothing would change after
the death of Stalin, and this proved true.
What America and the Western World likes to call a "change in Russian policy,"
"glastnost" they call it now, in the Soviet Union, is nothing more than the skillful
propaganda to further Zionist plans for a one world government, which they will
control. The blueprint for this is drawn up in the Talmud.
The Zionist conspirators of the West want to paint Soviet Communism as "raven
black," with the brilliant colors of "pascifism," "co-existence," "detente" and
"peace at any price!" They want to introduce Zionist style communism to the
world as harmless and for the benefit of mankind.

Now while you may not want to accept this, it is all part of the Talmudic plan for a
Jewish controlled America, and through us, the world. You can scream until you
are blue in the face that you do not believe this. You can call me "Nazi," or
"Fascist," or "anti-Semitic," but you can't get away from the facts, which prove
that world Judaism has been and is now, the guiding light behind world
Communism.

